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1
Introduction

The H I 21cm line has proved to be a powerful tool for tracing the neutral
H I in our own and other galaxies, providing information on the distribution,
amount, kinematics, and temperature of the gas. In this thesis we describe a
study of H I 21cm absorbers at moderate redshifts including both a large sur-
vey to identify new absorbers and detailed study of a few individual systems.
Here we give some background for this work and provide a brief outline of
the thesis.

1.1 H I Gas in Galaxies

The theoretical detectability of interstellar neutral hydrogen (H I) via the � = 21cm
radio line was first discussed by van de Hulst (Bakker and van de Hulst 1945); the
first Galactic detections of 21cm emission (Ewen and Purcell 1951, Muller and Oort
1951) and absorption (Hagen et al. 1954, Hagen and McClain 1954, Hagen et al. 1955)
were reported less than 10 years later. In the nearly 50 years since that time, the H I
21cm line has proved to be a powerful tool for tracing the neutral H I in our own and
other galaxies, providing information on the distribution, amount, kinematics, and
temperature of the gas. H I emission maps reveal that many galaxies extend to radii
far beyond their optical disks and may indicate interactions between galaxies which
appear undisturbed in optical images. Rotation curves derived from 21cm emission
measurements can provide evidence for the existence of dark matter halos. Surveys
for 21cm emission in nearby galaxies can be used to derive the H I mass function of
galaxies and the cosmic mass density of H I gas at z � 0.

H I within our galaxy is found in two main temperature phases (eg. Kulkarni
and Heiles 1988). Widespread diffuse gas, with temperatures in the range 5000 <

T < 8000 K makes up the warm neutral medium (WNM). Roughly half of all neutral
hydrogen atoms are in this warm, diffuse phase which is distributed throughout
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the galaxy. By contrast, the cold neutral medium (CNM) is composed of relatively
dense clouds which do not fill a significant fraction of the interstellar volume. Gas
in the CNM has typical temperatures of about 20 < T < 250 K, and the temperature
increases with distance from the Galactic plane. In fact the CNM is more tightly
confined to a thin layer than the WNM, which has a vertical scale height of order 1.5
times that of the CNM (Dickey and Lockman 1990). Observations of nearby dwarf
galaxies have found warm and cold phase H I gas with similar temperatures and
distributions (eg. Young and Lo 1997a, 1997b).

The flux of an H I emission signal is inversely proportional to the square of the
distance to the unresolved emitting cloud. With existing telescopes we are able to de-
tect massive H I systems at redshifts out to only z � 0:2. Radio studies at higher red-
shifts presently rely on 21cm absorption measurements against bright background
radio sources. Observations of H I 21cm absorption are most sensitive to the CNM,
although the WNM is occasionally detected when the background source is suffi-
ciently bright (Carilli et al. 1998, Lane et al. 2000). In general, this limits study of the
neutral gas at higher redshifts to sight lines that pass through the CNM clouds of the
intervening galaxy. Due to the low filling factor of the CNM gas, a sight line passing
through a galaxy that is rich in H I may fail to intercept any gas which produces a
detectable 21cm absorption feature.

1.2 QSO Absorption Lines

Absorption lines seen in the spectra of QSOs provide us with much of our knowledge
about the gaseous components of the high redshift universe. The apparent surface
brightness of the emission from a galaxy is diminished by the cosmological factor
(1+ z)�4. As a result the detection of high redshift galaxies through optical imaging
is difficult and biased towards high surface brightness and lensed objects. QSOs are
more common at high redshifts and their luminosity makes them ideal background
sources for the study of absorption caused by gas in systems which fall along their
sight lines (eg. Wagoner 1967, Bahcall and Spitzer 1969).

The first searches for redshifted H I 21cm absorption lines were made in the
late 1960’s (Shuter and Gower 1969, Heiles and Miley 1970), and the first detection
was made against the bright radio source 3C286 at a redshift z = 0:692 (Brown and
Roberts 1973). Subsequently several more absorbers were identified, but a low de-
tection rate hampered the work. Due to limitations on the radio spectrometers and
receivers then available, it was difficult to survey large amounts of redshift space in
a timely fashion. Radio astronomers increasingly focussed on observing redshifts
and sight lines with known optical absorption systems.

Large spectroscopic surveys have identified a plethora of optical absorption line
systems, largely through the identification of metal-lines (eg. Junkarinnen et al.
1991). Among the most common absorption lines is the C IV ��1548; 1550 Å res-
onance doublet (eg. Foltz et al. 1986). Also easily recognized is the low ionization
Mg II ��2796; 2803 Å resonance doublet, which can be observed in ground-based
optical spectra at redshifts z � 0:2 (Lanzetta et al. 1987, Steidel and Sargent 1992). A
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third distinctive line is the saturated profile of a Ly� �1216 Å absorption line which
arises in H I gas with a column density NHI � 2� 1020 cm�2. It is called a damped
Ly� (DLA) absorption line due to the broad damping wings of the absorption profile.
At redshifts z > 1:65 it can be studied using ground-based instruments (eg. Wolfe
et al. 1986, Storrie-Lombardi et al. 1996), while at redshifts z < 1:65, observations of
this line are made using spaced based-telescopes (eg. Lanzetta et al. 1995, Rao and
Turnshek 2000).

Because they have high column densities of neutral gas, DLA absorption systems
make ideal candidates for H I 21cm absorption measurement. Unfortunately, there
are relatively few which have been identified (roughly 100, eg. Lanzetta et al. 1995)
and only about a third of these fall in front of QSOs which are bright at radio wave-
lengths. The Mg II absorption line systems, on the other hand, have been identified
in large numbers (eg. Steidel and Sargent 1992), and it is possible to assemble a rea-
sonably sized sample of Mg II absorbers which lie in front of bright radio QSOs. All
known H I 21cm/DLA absorbers have associated Mg II absorption.

The cross-section for Mg II-absorption in a galaxy is much larger than that for
DLA/21cm absorption (for an illustration, see Briggs 1999). In early studies about
1 in 10 Mg II-absorbers showed associated H I 21cm absorption (Briggs and Wolfe
1983). In other words, a sight line passing through a galaxy is about 10 times more
likely to encounter Mg II absorbing gas than H I 21cm absorbing gas. A recent study
by Rao and Turnshek (2000) indicates that the detection probability for finding DLA
absorbers in Mg II-selected systems increases to nearly 50% if a minimum rest equiv-
alent width selection criteria of Mg II W�2796

o > 0:5 Å and Fe II W�2600
o > 0:5 Å are

imposed.

1.3 Tracing the Gas

The power of the QSO absorption line studies, and in particular H I 21cm and DLA
absorption lines studies, lies in the identification and characterization of redshifted
gas-rich galaxies. At redshifts z � 0 the bulk of the neutral H I gas is found in lu-
minous spiral disks (Rao and Briggs 1993, Zwaan et al. 1999). Early surveys which
targeted DLA absorption were expecting to find high-redshift analogues or prede-
cessors of the local gas-rich disks (Wolfe et al. 1986). However the association of the
neutral gas responsible for DLA absorption with any particular class of absorber
remains an open question (Wolfe et al. 1995). This is partly due to the difficulty of
visual and spectroscopic identifications of faint high-redshift galaxies.

Studies of the metal-line absorption associated with high- and moderate-redshift
DLA/21cm absorbers have helped to characterize these systems. The column densi-
ties of these systems, NHI � 2� 1020 cm�2, are typical of the inner regions of gas rich
z � 0 spirals. High-redshift DLA systems have low metallicities (Pettini et al. 1994,
Pettini et al. 1997, Centurión et al. 2000). They are probably not a part of the pop-
ulation of galaxies responsible for the bulk of the star formation density that is as-
sociated with the Lyman break galaxies (LBGs) which are identified by their opti-
cal colors (Pettini et al. 1999). DLA/21cm absorbers have a low dust to gas ratio
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(Pei et al. 1991), and are rarely observed to contain molecular gas (eg. Lanzetta et
al. 1989, Levshakov et al. 1992; cf. Srianand and Petitjean 1998). Comparisons
between radio observations of the 21cm line and optical observations of the DLA
line show that the mean spin temperature, < Ts >, of the neutral gas is usually
� 1000 K, which is much higher than values found for discrete clouds in our Galaxy
(Carilli et al. 1996).

Prochaska and Wolfe (1997, 1998) argue that the profiles of associated metal lines
in DLA systems are consistent with the hypothesis that they arise in large, rapidly-
rotating disks with substantial vertical scale heights. Studies of several H I 21cm ab-
sorbers at spatial resolutions that resolve the extended radio QSOs have also found
that the absorption is consistent with a large rotating disk galaxy which is inter-
cepted in several places by sight lines to the extended background quasar (Brown
and Mitchell 1983, Briggs 1999). However, the metal-line profiles are also consistent
with those produced in models based on cold dark matter (CDM) simulations of
small interacting systems (Rauch et al. 1997, Haehnelt et al. 1998). When statistics
for the DLA absorbers are computed, it is found that at high redshifts they are the
dominant contributors to ΩH I(z), the cosmic mass density of H I (Wolfe et al. 1995,
Storrie-Lombardi et al. 1996). This leads both Prochaska and Wolfe (1997, 1998), and
Haehnalt et al. (1998) to conclude that the high-redshift DLA systems do represent
the progenitors of “normal” z � 0 galaxies, despite the two groups’ difference of
opinion on what exactly the DLA objects are.

At relatively low redshifts, z� 0:5 and lower, we have a greater ability to identify
the host galaxy optically and spectroscopically. Until recently, only a few DLA ab-
sorbers had been identified at z < 1:65. A recently completed Hubble Space Telescope
survey for low redshift DLA absorption (Rao and Turnshek 2000) and the H I 21cm
survey presented in this thesis have greatly improved this situation. Imaging of these
and a few previously known DLA/21cm absorbers at low redshifts identify a variety
of host and candidate-host galaxies for the absorbing gas. Although the host system
is a disk galaxy on some sight lines (3C 196; Le Brun et al. 1997), on many it is either
a compact galaxy (0302-223, 0454+039) or or an amorphous low surface brightness
object (1229-021, 3C286, 3C336; Steidel et al. 1994, Le Brun et al. 1997, Steidel et al.
1997). For a few of the absorbers, the host galaxy falls mostly under the QSO point-
spread function (PSF) in groundbased images and its morphology is not known (eg.
0738+313; Turnshek et al. 2000). In the case of AO 0235+164 it is entirely unclear
what sort of object is responsible for the absorption, even in observations made with
the HST (Burbidge et al. 1996). Finally, there is evidence that 21cm absorption may
arise in a small group of interacting galaxies (1127-145; this thesis).

The range of morphologies identified in images of the low and intermediate red-
shift DLA/21cm absorbers indicate the importance of host galaxy identification in
our attempts to understand how the QSO absorption lines are related to the galaxies
in which they arise. It is necessary to continue adding to the sample of identified low
and moderate redshift DLA/21cm absorbers and to study their host galaxies by as
many methods as possible. Only by building a clear picture of these systems can we
hope to understand how high redshift DLA/21cm absorbers evolve into our local
z � 0 gas-rich galaxies.
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1.4 A Brief Outline of This Thesis

When this thesis was started, an on-going upgrade at the Westerbork Synthesis Ra-
dio Telescope (WSRT) had resulted in the availability of new UHF-high receivers
operating in the frequency range 700-1200 MHz, which corresponds to redshifts
0:2 < z < 1:0 for the H I 21cm line (rest frequency 1420.4057 MHz). At that time,
there were no other radio telescopes observing effectively at these frequencies, and
only a small handful of H I 21cm and DLA absorbers were known in this redshift
interval.

The WSRT has more collecting area than most single dish telescopes such as the
Green Bank 140 ft., and it has more frequency agility than Arecibo. Most importantly
for observations in the UHF-high band where telecommunications, radio, and tele-
vision signals all contribute significant amounts of radio frequency interference (rfi),
the cross-correlation spectrometer of the WSRT has a greater immunity to rfi than
any of the single-dish telescopes.

The goal of the research was to make use of the “new” WSRT to find 21cm ab-
sorbers which would be suitable for optical and radio followups, thus adding to our
understanding of the galaxies in which high neutral column density absorbers arise.

In the first part of the thesis we discuss our efforts to find moderate redshift 21cm
absorbers. In Chapter 2 we present the spectra from a WSRT survey for 21cm ab-
sorption in 62 Mg II-selected absorbers, spread over the entire redshift range of the
receivers. In Chapter3 we combine the 62 WSRT systems with 10 Mg II-selected sys-
tems from the literature (Briggs and Wolfe 1983, Peterson and Foltz 1980). The com-
bined sample of 72 Mg II absorbers includes 5 H I absorbers and at least 1 strong
candidate. We look for correlations between the metal-line equivalent widths and
the 21cm detections/non-detections, and use our detection rate and the statistics of
Mg II absorbers to estimate a value for the cosmic mass density of H I gas at the
average redshift of our sample.

In the latter part of the thesis we present observations intended to characterize the
host galaxies of the 21cm absorbers. In Chapter 4 we present high velocity resolution
21cm spectra for the three H I absorbers identified in the WSRT survey, and discuss
the temperature of redshifted 21cm absorbers. In Chapter 5, 21cm absorption and
emission measurements of a z = 0:09 DLA absorber are presented, and we show
that a significant fraction of the H I gas in this system is warm-phase H I. In Chapter
6 we present near infrared images of two DLA/21cm absorption fields and discuss
possible host galaxies for the absorbing gas.
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